In this issue, we recap some suggestions made in a workshop given by Beth Bradford for Writing Fellows. Ms. Bradford is best known among us for her great work with students for whom English is a second language. But I was reminded by her workshop at the spring luncheon that she is a gifted teacher with something to teach all of us.

Writing is a tremendous learning tool, no matter what the subject, because it is “visual thought;” it is like thinking on paper. But how about using informal writing to learn about—writing?

In one of her handouts, Ms. Bradford lists ways to get students to use writing to learn. First, make sure you have some scrap paper on hand to give to your student. Then consider suggesting one of the following write-to-learn activities which addresses your student’s own situation:

- freewrite reactions to the assignment
- write assumptions and associations (“This reminds me of…”)
- cluster/web/mind map to remember details
- ask questions or make lists

More specifically, many of you have asked “What do I do with very rough drafts?” Bradford has some great WTL suggestions for that too:

- write an outline of the paper thus far, followed by
- clustering, then freewriting, to fill gaps
- using charts, Venn diagrams, or some other organizer to look at the structure of the paper
- list questions a reader might have
- answer the questions
- free write the opposing argument.

Don’t forget: these WTL activities should never be analyzed for grammar or structure. Encourage the student to use these as springboards to dive back into her paper and begin constructive revision. And you just might find these activities useful for your own writing process as well!

A new addition to the Writing Across the Curriculum program, the Fellows’ Retreat and Luncheon is a great opportunity for the fellows and the program. At these gatherings are good food, great community, and a chance for fellows to share their advice for and experience with the program. Fellows also completed a survey, which served as a tool to collect other suggestions.

At the fall luncheon, we were pleased to find that one of our suggestions to the WAC Administrators had already been acted on: WAC Director Joe Essid announced that the Writing Fellow mailboxes which fellows had requested at the spring retreat were now in the Writing Center. These boxes provide a place for Writing Fellows to pick up papers from students should they need to leave a draft for a Fellow’s advice. Dr. Essid explained that “we heard clearly last spring that Fellows often experience difficulty exchanging drafts with students who don’t turn their papers along with the rest of the class. Fellows suggested some easily accessible mailboxes would help. They identified the problem AND the solution!”

The next chance to participate in the food, fun, and feedback of a luncheon will be early in the Spring semester. Put the luncheon on your calendars for next semester; not only is it a “free lunch,” it is your chance to contribute to the future of the program.
“What Good Does Tutoring Do?”
by Desiree Maldonado, ’99, Writing Fellow

Don’t students have enough work papers, readings, tests, group projects, and did I mention papers? I think that the average student at the University of Richmond writes about ten papers a semester. Then why, you ask, would anyone in their right mind volunteer to read and edit an additional thirty papers a semester? Simple: because he or she belongs to the WAC program.

I became a Writing Fellow my second semester sophomore year, and yes I have spent a couple of sleepless nights reading Freshman Core papers. The work is sometimes hard and not always as rewarding as I could wish, but despite the bumpy spots, I would do it all again.

I remember a certain freshman student who had very basic writing problems. He had no idea how to structure a paper, no thesis statement, and at times did not even have a clear idea of what he wished to express. I followed a couple of his papers and later switched classes.

One night, I got a call and it was him. He wanted me to follow more of his papers, because he felt that I knew him and his writing. I am not sure what he meant by that statement. I guess it was his way of letting me know that he felt comfortable with me, and most importantly that he understood what I did, and that he appreciated what I did, and that he truly believed it made a difference.

I had never, before that moment, realized how important my job was. I do not believe I ever did much for him; sometimes we would just sit and discuss the topic. I would ask him why he had used a certain quote or what he was trying to prove by raising a specific point. I gave him a few basic grammar pointers—subject-verb agreements, sentence fragments, and so forth—but mainly concentrated on his content. Correct grammar usage is of utmost importance to express oneself clearly, but I firmly believe that if someone has a problem verbalizing what he has to say, content and not grammar is the place to start. I think that this is one of the things he appreciated: I had read and tried to understand his paper, his thoughts, and I was trying to get him to improve not only his writing skills, but how he expressed what he had to say. Writing is one of the best ways human beings have of expressing themselves, their views, and their ideas. It is a privilege to belong to an organization that helps students better express what they have to say to the rest of the world.
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